Abstract
Introduction
Although the author identification problem is the oldest of the all text classification problems, it is still not well organized. Throughout its history, it is mishandled by statisticians. At the date it has wide application in disperse areas such as law, education and internet security. The most simple version of it, the stylometry dates back to Augustus de Morgan's suggestion in 1851 that authors of the various Bibles might be distinguishable from the length of the words they use (Holmes, 1998) .
The length of words used as a stylistic feature was worthy of investigation. Mendenhall (1887) started the research on the plays of Shakespeare. To his findings while Shakespeare and Marlowe were nearly indistinguishable, they were both significantly and consistently different from Bacon (Williams, 1975) in their use of long words: Shakespeare used more four -letter words and Bacon more three-letter words.
In Russia, first attempts in the search of specific quantitative structures for individual author style took place with the works of Morozov (Morozov, 1915) . A famous mathematician Markov (Markov 1916) argued that characteristics of writer's style through individual word frequencies, like the distribution of negative word "ne" offered by Morozov are unstable. A.A. Markov had given an example of good statistical approach in his work by using distribution of vowels and consonants. In those early years, the main problem was the lack of objective evaluation of the proposed methods. In most of the cases, the testing ground was literary works of unknown or disputed authorship, so the estimation of attribution accuracy was not even possible.
Linguist George Kingsley Zipf proposed an empirical law using statistics. He claims that many types of data studied in the physical and social sciences can be approximated with a Zipfian distribution. Zipfian distribution is a member of the family of discrete power law probability distributions (Zipf 1935) . In linguistics, Zipf defined statistical rank of a word which is inversely proportional to its frequency. "Yule's characteristic K," is found by G. Udny Yule which defines 'vocabulary richness' by comparing word frequencies which distributes according to a Poisson distribution (Yule 1944) . During the following decades, this future also found to be an unreliable marker of style just like Mendenhall, Morozov approaches (Holmes, 1998) , average sentence length, number of syllables per word, and other estimates of vocabulary richness such as Simpson's D index (Simpson 1949 ) and a ratio of the number of rare or unique words, or types, to the number of total words, or phrases . In United States, in the years 1787 and 1788, three authors John Jay, Alexander Hamilton and James Madison collectively wrote 85 newspaper essays supporting the ratification of the constitution. All of these 85 assays signed by the pseudonym "Publius,". The three authors later revealed which of the 67 Federalist Papers they had written; however 12 of these assays were claimed by both Hamilton and Madison. The ground breaking contribution to the field of stylometric analysis for authorship attribution basically came by the joint works of Mosteller and Wallace in 1964 on 12 disputed Federalist Papers (Mosteller, and Wallace 1964) .
Function words like but, and, upon, then, for are regarded as characteristics of authors style. They are assumed to be unconsciously generated and used independent of the meaning and context. An author may have a preference for modes of expression. Hamilton and Madison have nearly identical sentence length distributions (Juola, 2006 ), Mosteller and Wallace found sharp differences in their preference for different function words: for instance, as quoted by Holmes (Holmes, 1998 ) the word "upon" is fifteen times more frequent in Hamilton. Mosteller and Wallace adjusted these frequencies with a Bayesian model and showed that Madison is most likely the author of all 12 disputed papers, supporting the historians.
The problem of the identification of 12 disputed Federalist Papers is one of the most challenging issues of the field, and has been used as a benchmark to test most new methods (see, for instance, Kjell, 1994, Holmes and Forsyth, 1995; Bosch and Smith, 1998; Fung, 2003) .
The goal of this research is to propose a method to distinguish books authored by a certain author among the other books written by various authors. The proposed method could be used in fraud detection and similar areas.
In the following sections we will explain the conducted research. The next section will give the problem definition; the third section describes principal component analysis methodology. The fourth section explains the application of the method to samples of text and the results of the research are given in the fifth section. The final section brings the discussion and concludes the article.
Problem Definition
In this paper, an application of principal component analysis is presented. The authorship attribution is considered as a classification task (Chaski, 2001 (Chaski, , 2005 . Texts studied are literary works of three Bosnian writers, Ivo Andrić (1892 Andrić ( -1975 , M. Meša Selimović (1910 Selimović ( -1982 , and Derviš Sušić (1925 Sušić ( -1990 . Authors of the texts use lexical and syntactical components rather subconsciously. Therefore for author identification purposes, they are selected to characterize styles of writers. These features are difficult to repeat by others, and they can be used as author invariants. Principal components of data elicited from texts possess generalization properties, which allow for the required high accuracy of classification (Hayes, 2008) .
Texts Used
This research focused on and used the texts of three famous Bosnian writers, Ivo Andrić, M. Meša Selimović and Derviš Sušić. Sections of the novels authored, supply large structured sets of data enough to capture features that are characteristic to this writer. This data is used as training data to represent To overcome the length problem, we choose equal number of paragraphs from each text. Sometimes from a long novel we choose several smaller parts, and during the classification process we use these extra parts to get a majority vote decision.
When we try to classify several books of the same author, it is seen that mostly the genre of the book affects the style dramatically. A theatre scenario has more short sentences then an assay. Genre dependence of features may also be studied first. If a feature differs in the theatre scenarios, travelling notes, diaries, and novels, this feature cannot be used in classification. Another solution is to perform the classification in each genre separately.
In our research, we have selected thousands of paragraphs from "Na Drini Ćuprija", "Znakovi Pored Puta", "Prokleta Avlija" by Ivo Andrić, "Derviš i Smrt", "Tvrdjava" by M. Meša Selimović, and "Pobune" by Derviš Sušić.
Feature Selection
On lexical author identification research, one of the important issues is to decide about features that will serve as characteristics to distinguish the author of text. In this research, five textual descriptors are used: numbers of characters, words, sentences, commas and conjectures "and" (in Bosnian "i"), along with other paragraph characteristics. Means and variances of the textual descriptors for the texts of Ivo Andrić: "Na Drini Ćuprija", and M. Meša Selimović: "Derviš i Smrt" are shown in Table 1 . 
Methodology
The method of stylometric analysis for authorship attribution basically founded by Mosteller and Wallace in their 1964 work on the analysis of the twelve federalist papers of questionable authorship using the function words in those essays with known writings of John Jay, Alexander Hamilton, and James Madison (Mosteller, and Wallace 1964) . Based on the evidence such as a higher usage of the word "upon", they concluded that the twelve unattributed papers were most likely authored by Madison, supporting the conclusion of the historians. ). In the late 1980s and early 1990s a series of papers appeared by Burrows and Holms (Holmes, 1998; Burrows, 1992) . Burrows method, is the method exploited in this paper. First the function words are counted from selected text, then this data is transferred into principal components world. Principal components method compresses data without losing its descriptive power. In the work of Holmes (Holmes 1998) , the resulting data is not underwent a analytical investigation, rather they are plotted as cluster plots, as in this article. The patterns in these cluster plots are taken as author's writeprints. Although the method is very simple to use, it is still used by some researchers. For Example Binongo, (Binongo, 2003) used this method to find the real author of the L. Frank Baum's last book: The Royal Book of Oz. Although Mrs. Baum explained that the book was based on "some unfinished notes" her husband had left three decades later, it is clarified through the PCA analysis performed by Binongo that the 15th book was, in reality, Ruth P. Thompson 
Principal Components of Sample Texts
Next, random samples of 400 data are chosen from data sets for the textual descriptors for the texts authored by Ivo Andrić: "Na Drini Ćuprija", and M. Meša Selimović: "Derviš i Smrt", , and , and for other four books. These are all 400 14 matrices. Their covariance matrices are 14 14 matrices. The information in the covariance matrices is used to define a set of new variables , and as a linear combination of the original variables in the data matrices. The new variables are derived in a decreasing order of importance. The first column of is called first principal component and accounts for as much as possible of the variation in the original data. The second column is called the second principal component and accounts for another, but smaller portion of the variation, and so on.
If there are p variables, to cover all of the variation in the original data, one needs p components, but often much of the variation is covered by a smaller number of components. Thus PCA has as its goals the interpretation of the variation and data reduction.
Results
Variances and percentage variances covered by fourteen principal components of the textual descriptors for the sample texts Ivo Andrić: "Na Drini Ćuprija" and M. Meša Selimović: "Derviš i Smrt" are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 reveals that the first two principal components cover more than 99% of variances of principal components.
In Figure 1 , one first principal component of each of samples from "Na Drini Ćuprija" and "Derviš i Smrt" data are displayed.
These figures are similar and do not seem to be used as writeprints of authors. It is the same for the second principal components. To search for a writerprint, we transform this information into the frequency domain. A common range for the contents of these two vectors is the interval. We divide this interval into 25 bins of equal length of 20, and count the numbers of entries of first component vectors in these bins. (a) (b) It is seen that the write prints of the two authors are distinguishable. To see whether the captured features remains similar through random samplings from data sets, we sketch together the frequencies of ten different samples in Figure 3 . To check whether these patterns are characteristic for other books of the two authors, two more books of Ivo Andrić; "Znakovi Pored Puta", and "Prokleta Avlija", and one other book of Meša Selimović; "Tvrdjava", as well as "Pobune" authored by a third novelist Derviš Sušić are investigated.
The comparison of the frequencies in the first principal components of the three books authored by Ivo Andrić: "Na Drini Ćuprija", "Znakovi Pored Puta", "Prokleta Avlija" are shown in Figure 4 below. The writing print of Ivo Andrić is the lower peaks -less than 70 -at the lowermost values of the principal components.
Figure 4
Frequencies of data in the first principal components of the two other books authored by Ivo Andrić: "Znakovi Pored Puta" (a), and "Prokleta Avlija" (b).
The first principal components of the other book authored by Meša Selimović; "Tvrdjava" displayed in Figure 5a , a third author's text "Pobune" (Sušić, 1966) in Figure 5a . The writing print of Meša Selimović is revealed as twice higher peaks compared to the corresponding Ivo Andrić peaks, and differs significantly from pattern for Derviš Sušić. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In this article we have proposed a method of authorship detection using principal component analysis for texts written in Bosnian language, which has proven as an efficient tool. The textual descriptors chosen proved to be successful for author identification. Although syntactic features are effective in classification, when we use test data from other books of the same author, we confronted by some difficulties. In Figure 4 , the frequencies of data in the first principal components of the two books authored by Ivo Andrić: "Znakovi Pored Puta" (a), and "Prokleta Avlija" (b) is shown. The difference of the appearance of these charts shows that it is early to deduce that syntactic features are enough to make successful author identification. Therefore we concluded that for better classification results, features other then syntactic ones must also accompany. At the same time we must study the invariance of textual descriptors under translation into other languages. Once a method for finding write prints is established, it is not difficult to deal with the author attribution problems, simply by the use of perceptrons of artificial neural networks. Indeed in a series of articles, the authors of this article, with a group of researchers at the International University of Sarajevo follow this path (Can et The method is applicable to other similar southern Slavic languages as well. We have tested the method against the texts of well-known novel writers. The achieved results show that every author leaves a unique signature in written text that can be discovered by analyzing counts of short words per paragraph. Future research should focus on the short words, and answer the following questions: "What short words are most significant for the authorship detection?" Furthermore the research should test the behavior of the method among larger amount of text samples.
